
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear friends, 

Considering the current context of the pandemic we had to take very strict protection and safety 

measures to keep our beneficiaries and staff safe. We therefore mainly maintained contact with 

loved ones from home by using remote means of communication (phone, skype call, zoom, 

mailing). However we often notice the feeling of „abandonment” and sadness among our 

beneficiaries and we try to compensate by organsing extra interesting activities in the village! 

Every month our beneficiaries are involved in various leisure activities that have the role of 

maintaining and ensuring an active life, giving quality to daily life. Outdoor walks, birthday and 

name day celebrations, movie watching and music auditioning, making hand - made products and 

group discussions were among those with a much higher impact and hapily attended. 

February was dedicated to the theme, "Love 

for Romanians - Dragobetele", in this way 

the beneficiaries having the opportunity to 

tell and share love stories, events from their 

youth, beautiful memories over time. Over 

time, in our center have been created bonds 

of friendship, closeness, soul relationships 

specific to the elderly. 



March month, the 

beginning of spring 

time celebrated 

with the 

MARTISOR (A little 

token, symbol 

adorned with red 

and white thred)! 

The most beautiful 

<martisoare> were 

hand – made at the 

creative workshop, being offered to loved ones at home on 

the occasion of March 1 and 8, the period dedicated to the International Day of Women and 

Mother.  

 

The tradition among Romanians, on the occasion of 

the celebration of the 40 martyrs, on March 9, is that 

in the Romanian kitchen we cook rolls in the shape 

of eight that bear the popular name of "martyrs". 

The beneficiaries helped by the staff took part in the 

gastronomic club where they prepared rolls with 

honey and walnuts, serving them as a supplement / 

dessert. Very enjoyable and delicious! 

 

At the first signs of warming weather (quite late this year), we started to enjoy sowing and 

planting vegetables and flower arrangements in planters and crates. 

With the help of volunteers who came to our help, we managed to plant more fruit trees and 

several wallnut trees. We hope to see a new orchard growing soon! 

The courtyard of the center was beautified with multicolored roses and seasonal flowers. The 

greenhouse was also prepared with seedlings, greens and vegetables needed for the next period. 

 

Our seniors have benefited from socio - medical services, 

functional care and recovery, participating in occupational 

therapy activities, so beneficial for their physical and mental 

rehabilitation. At the end of March, Mrs. Melentin was 

reintegrated into the family environment, after a period of 8 

months, while she was the beneficiary of our center. She 

recovered her functional abilities in the centre (she was 

affected by a stroke), and she can move easier using a cane. 

The family conveyed thanks and gratitude to the entire 

multidisciplinary team, sending a text messages and a photo 

from home, Boatca Dorina - daughter said: ,, May God give 

you patience and health, so that you can give care, warmth 



and affection to the people, as in a family, as you demonstrated during the period when my 

mother was your guest. I have not enough words to thank you for everything you have done. ". 

Please enjoy some photos from our activities. 

We send you lots of sunshine from Romania and we wish you maximum health and happy 

moments. 

From all at Milly’s Village 

Romania 

 

 

 

 



  


